Powering over 10.000 amazing
businesses.
Workep subscriptions have discounts that apply to your permanence. Also, for companies
that have more than 100 users, the following information applies:

Billing Cycle
3 Months
1 Year
Biennial

Subscription info
Minimum Subscription
Minimum Subscription
(Enterprise)
The widest discount.
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Integrations
With our G-Suite integration, teams will have all their work centralized into one collaborative place all the while
unlocking the power of Google Apps and automated project management.

Gantt Chart
Automation is the smartest way to get projects done faster and we brought it right to your finger tips. With our
fully integrated and automatic Gantt Chart you can allocate resources, project task and project duration and
view it all within a seamless schedule.

Roles
Control how your team interacts with the project by assigning team members roles. Admins will have full access
to projects settings, Members can make changes and manage tasks, while Viewers can simply view and make
comments.

Multiple Teams
Divide and conquer by creating multiple teams with your organization. Delegate the work amongst different
teams to organize & coordinate company wide projects more effectively and strategically.

Project Templates
Save time on project creation by creating templates that provide the most accurate and consistent baseline to
jump start a new project. Weather you create your own templates, or use our complimentary ones, teams are
ensured an increase in productivity and efficiency.

Time Tracker
Time is the most valuable resource in projects. Our Time Tracker helps you break down your hours by projects,
clients, and tasks to see what’s helping you, and what’s holding you back.

Priority Support
We all need a little help from our friends. That's why team's will receive the the utmost tender love and care
from our customer support specialist as well as personalized Team Trainings designed to help team's implement
their projects with ease, while providing them with all the help they can get.
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PLUS ENTERPRISE
Advanced user permission and role management
Enterprise subscription enables customers to control access rights and permissions per user. The customer can
grant data export or data deletion rights only to specific users.

Advanced data security and data recovery
Enables customers to manage data encryption and manage data backups and recovery as per their convenience
and policies. The regional backups guarantee the data access at any moment.

Fully personalized training
Starts with the creation of an organization map. In order to identify and suggest smart workflows and
management. Also, Our Customer Success Managers will help you deploy Workep successfully. Teaching to all
organization members how to use Workep and teach advanced PM methodologies for high profiles as project
managers.

API access & SLA
Build personalized integrations or automations. Get a powerful API to connect Workep across your organization's tools. Also, Workep enables an SLA with guaranteed 99.9% uptime to keep your team running.

Personalized
Add your company logo and personalized colors across the platform.

